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Advanced artificial intelligence (AI) code completion tools like GitHub Copilot have 

been found to enhance software developer satisfaction, productivity, and flow [1, 2, 3, 4]. 

Recent studies have focused on the performance of these tools in simple programming 

tasks [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. However, the helpfulness of these tools in more complex activities, 

such as software design, remains largely unexplored [6, 7].

This research project aims to assess the impact of GitHub Copilot on software students' 

learning experience, productivity, performance, and satisfaction in completing software 

design tasks.

By understanding the role of GitHub Copilot in the context of students and software 

design, this study seeks to contribute to the growing body of research on the capacity of 

advanced code completion tools to aid software practitioners. Additionally, the findings 

can help educators make better-informed decisions about integrating such tools into 

software design education.

Introduction

Objectives

– Students taking SENG 371: Software Evolution at the University of Victoria

– 77 students when the study was implemented in Spring 2023

– Knowledge of software development fundamentals

– Learning design patterns as part of the SENG 371 curriculum

– Purpose, risks, benefits, and details of voluntary participant involvement

– Instructions for setup of required software development environment

– Tutorial on the usage of GitHub Copilot

– Review of software design patterns

– Four software design pattern exercises created by the researchers for the study

– Included problem descriptions, skeleton code, constraints, and completion criteria

– Use of notes and online resources was permitted

– No communication with others was allowed

– Each participant used GitHub Copilot for a randomly assigned half of the exercises

– 15 questions with an estimated time to complete of three minutes

– Examined participant perception of learning experience, productivity, performance, 

and satisfaction in completing the exercises

– Collected relevant participant information, including familiarity with software 

design patterns and GitHub Copilot

– Explored participant experience completing the exercises and using GitHub Copilot

– Semi-structured group discussion led by researchers

– Anonymous submissions from participants supported through Mentimeter

Results

Pending Work

While the experiment has been implemented successfully, several items remain for 

completion once the data is available to researchers.

Pending work includes data cleaning, data analysis, results interpretation, and creating 

the finalized written research submission.

Future work could include reimplementing the methodology with a different participant 

group or AI code completion tool.
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The research objective is to explore the consequences of software student usage of 

GitHub Copilot in software design tasks.

RQ1: How does GitHub Copilot impact the learning experience of software students 

engaged in software design?

RQ2: How does GitHub Copilot influence the actual and perceived productivity of 

software students engaged in software design?

RQ3: How does GitHub Copilot affect the satisfaction and well-being of software 

students engaged in software design?

RQ4: How does GitHub Copilot impact the characteristics and quality of software 

design solutions?
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Experiment:

Participants:
To ensure the voluntariness of participant consent and due to the involvement of 

professors in the research – who could hold positions of power over student participants 

– the researchers are not permitted to access the data or know who opted out of the study 

until after the course marks for SENG 371 have been finalized. For this reason, further 

work must remain pending until the completion of the Spring 2023 term.

Methodology
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Figure 1. Example GitHub Copilot code suggestion © Callum Curtis, 2023

Figure 2. Example software design pattern exercise
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Figure 3. Initial questions in research survey
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